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Summary.. Three blue stragglers, i.e. 40 Cancri in Prae-
sepe,, HD 162374 in M7 and 68Tauri in the Hyades 
Clusterr were studied. For none of them were radial 
velocityy variations found, indicating that a binary nature 
iss unlikely. It is suggested—from colours, temperatures 
andd gravities as well as from evolutionary consider-
ations—thatt 40 Cancri and possibly HD 162374 are 

I .. Introduction 

Thee name "blue straggler" refers to a class of stars 
foundd in both globular and galactic clusters and whose 
colourr places them above and blueward of the cluster 
turn-offf  point. Consequently, these stars do not fit into 
thee normal evolutionary scheme and require separate 
investigationn to account for their anomalous position in 
thee HR-diagram. 
Theree are several theories: 
a)) that these stars are not, in fact, cluster members, 
merelyy field stars with fortuitous positions and mo-
tions. . 
b)) that they were formed after most of the other cluster 
memberss and are thus genuinely younger objects. 
c)) that they are products of binary star evolution in 
whichh mass exchange has taken place and the original 
secondaryy has been "rejuvenated" through receiving 
materiall  from the expanding primary filling  its Roche 
lobee (McCrae, 1964). Calculations by van den Heuvel 
(1968)) make this proposition very attractive but it does 
demandd that the blue stragglers be proven binaries. 
d)) that they are blue horizontal branch stars which re-
turnedd to the vicinity of the main sequence having 
passedd through the red giant phase. 
Threee well-known blue stragglers have been selected 
forr study. 40 Cancri (HD 73666) in Praesepe, HD 162374 
inn M 7 and 68 Tauri in the Hyades. The spectrograms 
off  40 Cnc and 68 Tau were studied by PSC and DJS, 
thosee of HD 162374 by GH and EPJH. 
**  Also Department of Physics and Astrophysics and Department of 
Astrogeophysics. . 

populationn I blue horizontal branch stars and that 
688 Tau is a star with hydrogen shell burning just 
beginning. . 

Keyy words: blue stragglers — horizontal branch stars — 
stars,, individual — stellar evolution 

Thee object of this investigation is to piece together 
alll  the information we have about these stars in such a 
wayy as to decide which of the ideas listed above is 
correct. . 

II .. Cluster  Membership 

Thee requirements for cluster membership are positional 
andd kinematic agreement with the cluster average within 
tolerancess set by the scatter of the definite members. 
Praesepe.Praesepe. The centre of the cluster is located at 
aa = 8h34?7, (5 = 20ol ' (all coordinates refer to 1900); 
thee mean proper motion is 0?036/yr with position angle 
249°° (Klein Wassink, 1927); themean cluster radial veloc-
ityy is 32.0 +0.7 km/s (Dickens et a/., 1968). 40 Cnc 
(HDD 73666) is situated at a = 8h34m4, Ö = 20°20' (Cannon 
andd Pickering, 1919); its proper motion is (X'034/yr 
(Schlesinger,, 1935) with position angle 242°; and its 
radiall  velocity is 33.7 + 0.5 km/s (Section III) . 
MM 7. The cluster centre is at a= 17h47rl3, 0= - 34°47' 
(Alterr et al, 1970) with a mean proper motion (derived 
fromm available cluster stars) of 0"018/yr (Smithsonian 
Astrophysicall  Observatory, 1966), while the location of 
HDD 162374 is <x= 17h451,6, 0 = -34°47' (Cannon and 
Pickering,, 1922) and its proper motion is 0''0l6/yr 
(Schlesinger,, 1935). Its radial velocity is - 9.9  0.6 km/s 
(Sectionn III ) in agreement with the mean cluster veloc-
ityy of - 14.0 + 2.2 km/s (p.e. per star) (Abt et ai, 
1970). . 
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Hvades.Hvades. The approximate cluster centre is at ot = 4n2in\ 
d=d= 15 38 (Alter et ui., 1970). while the coordinates of 
68Tauu are a = 4h19'!n7, .> = 17 42'. lts proper motion is 
OVIIO/yrr (Schicsinger, I935>'vvith position angle 103', 
andd its radial velocity is 35.2 2 km/s, both of which 
aree in excellent agreement with the motions of the other 
clusterr members (van Bueren, 1932). 

III .. Radial Velocities 

40Cancri.40Cancri. 40Cnc is relatively bright and has very 
sharpp lines. It is therefore a good candidate to test the 
hypothesiss that it could be an exchange mass binary 
system.. Accordingly, 28 spectra (at 8 A/mm) were ob-
tainedd at the coudé focus of the 120-inch telescope at 
Lickk Observatory to determine possible velocity varia-
tionss Three additional spectrograms secured by PSC 
att the coudé of the 100-inch telescope on Mt. Wilson 
(att 10 A/mm) and two further spectra from the plate 
filess of the Hale Observatories were also available. 
Thee spectrograms were all measured on the Grant 
measuringg engine at Lick Observatory employing, 
generally,, about 20 unblended metal lines taken from a 
linee list by Conti (1968), the wavelengths being provided 
byy the Multiplet Table (Moore, 1945). The Journal of 
Observationss is contained in Table 1. Internal probable 
errorss are typically found to be 0.2km/s. The reader 
mayy be amused to learn that the radial velocities up 
too and including JD 2439984 fit very nicely an orbit of 
periodd 10?723 with amplitude 1.6 km/s, suggestive of the 
smalll  mass secondary predicted by van den Heuvel 
(1968).. The authors were not amused to find that veloc-
itiess subsequent to this date would not fit  this period 
norr any other possible periodic variation. The "low" 
velocitiess on JD 2439954 and the next night followed by 
aa "normal" velocity two nights hence, put very stringent 
limit ss on possible periods, and none could be found 

too fit ali these data simultaneously. It was then realised 
thatt only these two velocities (and one from an early 
Mt.. Wilson spectrogram) showed a velocity deviation 
fromm the mean appreciably larger than a few internal 
probablee errors. The most reasonable interpretation 
iss that the velocity is constant with a mean of 
33.77 5 km/s, and it seems prudent to accredit the 
divergentt velocities to causes other than orbital motion. 
Thee Radial Velocity Catalogue of Wilson (1953) gives 
thee velocity of 40 Cnc as 33.8 km/s in excellent agree-
mentt with our value. 
Itt might still be argued that 40 Cnc is a binary but 
onee seen pole-on. The very sharp lines even give some 
credencee to this but we can put limits on possible binary 
systemssystems that will go undetected with our velocity 
measurements.. Consider, for example, a present primary 
masss of 2 M 0 (Section IV) and a typical semi-detached 
systemm mass ratio of 5: 1. We would expect this mass 
ratioo in a typical post mass exchange system (cf. Kip-
penhahnn et a/., 1967). Then from the equations linking 
thee masses of the components, the period P, the veloc-
ityy amplitude Kx and the inclination i, we obtain 

sinii  = 2.7x \0~2K1P
l/3. (D 

Wee estimate conservatively that Kx ^ 1 km/s. Then 

sini<2.7xx 10_ 2P 1/3 3 (2) ) 

Assumingg a random orientation of orbital planes, we 
cann employ Eq. (2) to find the expectation e that a 
systemm of given period will go undetected. This expec-
tationn is equal to sini, and is shown in Fig. 1. It is 
clearr that for systems likely to be involved in mass 
exchange,, the chance of their being undiscovered is 
remotee indeed. 
HDD 162374. Several radial velocity measurements of 
HDD 162374 are already given by Abt et ai (1970) who 
suggestedd a radial velocity variation (cf. their Table 1), 

Tablee 1. Radial velocity measurements of 40 Cnc (HD 73666). Ce plates are from Mt Wilson, Ec plates are from Lick Observatory 

Platenr . . 

Cee 963 0 
Ecc  158 1 
Cee 1686 6 
Cee 1687 1 
Cee 1779 4 
Ecc  637 5 

638 8 8 
640 4 4 
642 2 2 
647 9 9 
649 2 2 
651 9 9 
655 9 9 
658 2 2 
6591 1 
659 2 2 
708 4 4 

J.D.(243000 00 +  ) 

5122.9 0 0 
7981.0 4 4 
8420.8 8 8 
8421.9 8 8 
8897.6 7 7 
9872.94 3 3 
9873.90 1 1 
9874.98 2 2 
9876.92 2 2 
9954.76 3 3 
9955.77 0 0 
9957.73 1 1 
9980.67 0 0 
9983.67 8 8 
9984.66 1 1 
9984.68 7 7 

10169.01 7 7 

Rad..  velocit y 
(km/s ) ) 

33.9 8 8 
33.2 6 6 
33.1 7 7 
31.9 3 3 
33.6 1 1 
33.7 4 4 
34.2 7 7 
34.2 2 2 
33.5 3 3 
32.2 2 2 
31.6 8 8 
33.7 22 . 
34.1 6 6 
33.9 9 9 
34.3 2 2 
34.1 0 0 
34.2 6 6 

Platenr . . 

Ec714 3 3 
7152 2 
7173 3 
7262 2 
7318 8 
7331 1 
7336 6 
734 4 4 
7406 6 
7411 1 
744 2 2 
7449 9 
7458 8 
7466 6 
7475 5 
7486 6 

J.D.(243000 00 +  ) 

10194.09 8 8 
10135.09 4 4 
10197.05 9 9 
10225.91 7 7 
10228.95 0 0 
10252.91 3 3 
10255.96 0 0 
10285.62 3 3 
10336.76 3 3 
10337.67 1 1 
10340.75 0 0 
10341.73 1 1 
10342.70 2 2 
10346.67 0 0 
10347.64 6 6 
10348.64 7 7 

Rad..  velocit y 

(km/s ) ) 

34.2 4 4 

34.3 0 0 
34.0 8 8 
34.0 4 4 
33.7 4 4 
33.3 3 3 
34.5 8 8 
34.2 3 3 
32.9 2 2 
33.6 7 7 
33.0 2 2 
33.8 6 6 
33.0 1 1 
33.5 0 0 
33.1 7 7 
32.9 0 0 
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thee mean in excess of 3 p.e.'s. Furthermore, the mean of 
thee measurements by Abt ei al. (1970) agrees with the 
meann of our plates within 1 km/s. Taking all the plates 
together,, we obtain <r<rail> = -9 .9 + 0.6 km/s (for con-
sistencyy we measured the radial velocities of the same 6 
liness which Abt et al. used). The larger deviations from 
thee mean obtained by Abt et al. are presumably due to 
thee lower dispersion (39 and 62 A/mm) of their plates. 
Onn our plates we observe a systematically higher 
velocityy for the 7 measured He-lines than for the lines 
off  H, Mg and Si. For reasons that are not clear to us, 
theree seems also to be a variation in the He-radial 
velocities. . 

Inn the same way as for 40 Cnc we calculated the ex-
pectationn that a period will not be detected (see Fig. 1), 
assumingg a mass of 5 M 0 for the primary component 
(cf.. Section IV) and a mass ratio 5:1. 
68Tauri.68Tauri. 8 coudé plates of 68Tau (at 10 A/mm) were 
examinedd by DJS, but no significant radial velocity 
variationn was found for this star. Accordingly, there is no 
evidencee to suggest that it is a spectroscopic binary. It is, 
however,, a visual binary, being accompanied at 1'.'4 
(correspondingg to a separation of 56A.U.) by a ninth 
magnitudee companion. The companion appears to be 
aa normal G-star according to a high dispersion spectro-
gramm obtained at the Mt. Wilson 100-inch coudé by 
PSC.. Once again, this is not the sort of system likely 
too be of importance in mass exchange. 

IV .. Colours, Temperature and Gravities 

4040 Cancri. 40 Cnc is classified A 0 and its colours 
(Dickenss et al., 1968) confirm this estimate: 

J 3 _ K = + 0 . 0 1 1, , 

U~B=U~B= +0.027. 

TT 1 1 r 

logg P 

Fig.. 1. Expectation P. that a binary system of period P will go undetected for a 2MQ (A0) and a 5 MQ (B6) primary with a typical semi-
detachedd system mass ratio of 5:1 and an amplitude Ki = 1 km/s 

Tablee 2. Radial velocity measurements of HD 162374 

Platenr . . 

1X41 1 
1X47 7 
1855 5 
1867 7 
1874 4 
1882 2 
1896 6 
1901 1 
1911 1 
1918 8 
1927 7 
1948 8 
1960 0 
1969 9 
1979 9 
3831 1 
384 0 0 
3846 6 
3856 6 
3876 6 
3891 1 
3902 2 
3916 6 
393 2 2 

J.D.(244I00 00 +  ) 

075. 9 9 
076. 9 9 
077. 9 9 
079. 9 9 
080. 9 9 
081. 9 9 
082. 9 9 
083. 9 9 
084. 9 9 
085. 9 9 
086. 9 9 
089. 9 9 
090. 9 9 
091. 8 8 
092. 8 8 
772. 9 9 
773. 9 9 
774. 9 9 
775. 9 9 
778. 9 9 
779. 9 9 
780. 9 9 
781. 9 9 
782. 9 9 

Rad..  velocit y 
(km/s ) ) 

-11. 88 +  2. 4 
--  8. 8 +  1. 4 
-10. 99 +  3. 0 
-10. 88 +  1. 2 
-11. 88 +  1. 6 
--  8. 3 +  2. 4 
-10. 88 +  2. 1 
--  8. 5 +  1. 8 
-11. 00 +  0. 9 
-11. 55 +  2. 0 
--  7. 6 ±1. 0 
--  3. 8 +  2. 4 
-10. 66 +  2. 3 
-11. 55 +  2. 3 
--  8. 5 +  2. 3 
--  7. 3 +  1. 8 
-10.7+1. 8 8 
--  7. 9 +  2. 2 
-10. 44 +  2. 6 
-10. 66 +  4. 2 
--  9. 7 +  0. 4 
--  6. 4 +  2. 3 
--  6. 8 +  1. 0 
-12.6+1. 5 5 

butt couldn't fit a period through their data. For this 
reasonn we examined 24 higher dispersion coudé spectra 
(att 12 A/mm) which were taken with the 152-cm tele-
scopee of the ESO, La Silla, Chile by Havnes in May 
19711 and by one of us (EPJH) in April 1973. The 
spectraa were taken in the blue on unbaked IlaO plates. 
Thee results obtained after reduction of the plates with 
thee Grant measuring engine of the Kapteyn Astronomi-
call  Institute at Groningen, are summarised in Table 2. 
Ass can be seen, we were not able to find any radial veloc-
ityy variation, no measurement having a deviation from 
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0.0 0 

^ 0 . 5 5 

-- 1.0 

II typical error bar 

modell atmosphere ( Mihalas 1966 
observations s 

3.5 5 3.0 0 2.55 , 2.0 1.5 5 

Fig.. 2. Energy distribution in 40Cnc with best fit  model atmosphere curve: öe„  = 0.52, logg-4.0 

Thiss puts it approximately 0.16 magnitudes to the blue 
off  the turn-off point of the Praesepe cluster (cf. 
Fig.. 3 of van den Heuvel, 1969). Furthermore, it has a 
visuall  magnitude of 6.61 and combined with an average 
distancee modulus for the cluster of 1 magni-
tudess (Dickens et al., 1968), we see that the absolute 
visuall  magnitude is +0.7. This value is 0.9 magnitudes 
brighterr than an A 0 star on the zero age main sequence 
(Mortonn and Adams, 1968). In order to verify the de-
ducedd (A 0) temperature, the Wampler scanner at the 
primee focus of the Crossely reflector was activated to 
obtainn a spectral scan of the star. Band passes of 
approximatelyy 50 A were used from 3350 A to 7782 A 
andd the data were reduced by computer program onto 
thee Hayes (1970) system of a Lyr. Initially, no reddening 
wass taken into account and the observed energy curve 
wass fitted beautifully to the prediction of a hydrogen 
linee blanketed model of 0eff = O.52, logo = 4.0 (Mi " 
halas,, 1966). This corresponds essentially to the effec-
tivee temperature of an A 0 star; the gravity at this 
temperaturee is, however, quite indeterminate since the 
Balmerr discontinuity changes by only 0.02 magnitudes 
betweenn log# = 3.0 and logg = 4.0. The fit is shown in 

Fig.. 2. 
Itt may be recalled that Conti et al. (1965) had suggested 
ann 0.03 magnitude colour excess for Praesepe on the 
basiss of an abundance analysis of 40 Cnc. Accordingly, 
usingg a composite reddening curve for Perseus, Cygnus 
andd Cepheus (Whiteoak, 1966), which is expected to 
givee quite a good general law, the scan was de-
reddened.. This time, fitting the continuum in the red, 

aa 0erf of 0.47 was obtained, but the resulting Balmer 
discontinuityy was so large that none of the Mihalas 
modelss could be made to fit  the entire curve: it may 
bee safely assumed that this star is unreddened. Given 
thenn 0eff = 0.52 + 0.01, we went on to investigate the 
surface'' gravity of 40 Cnc. The best six plates of those 
collectedd for radial velocity purposes were traced 
throughh Hy by means of the direct intensity micro-
photometerr of the Lick Observatory. Both wings of 
HH were utilised and the resulting twelve measurements 
weree averaged into a mean profile (Fig. 3a). Since this 
iss a relatively early type star, the continuum was 
reasonablyy easy to locate and so the residual intensity, 
RRxx,, was used rather than \ogRx (which necessarily in-
volvess throwing away information). The profile was 
comparedd to the predictions of a number of models 
kindlyy put at our disposal by Strom, interpolated by us 
too the required temperature. Both Griem and ESW 
profiless were available. The best fit  came from a Griem 

.. profile calculated for logg = 3.7 with good agreement 
exceptt in the core (where both theory and observa-
tionss are weakest) and in the far wings (due to the 
authorss slight under-estimation of the extent of the 
wings).. The ESW fit was not as good although it too 
indicatedd a similar value. We can say, with some con-
fidence,fidence, that loggr = 3.7 + 0.1. 
HDHD 162374. This star is classified B6V (cf. Abt and 
Jewsbury,, 1969). For its colours—which are in agree-
mentt with this spectral type—we refer to Fig. 1 of Conti 
andd van den Heuvel (1970). In the same way as for 
400 Cnc we compared three good Fourier-noise filtered 
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A X ( A ) ) 

Fig.. 3. a H .-profile of 40Cnc and best fit model profile (crosses): 
hydrogenn line blanketed atmosphere of 0,,ff = O.52, logg = 3.7; 
Griemm broadening theory, b Hrprofile of HD 162374 and best fit 
NLTE-modell  profile (crosses) for 0eff = O.35 and logg = 3.5. c Hr-
profilee of HD 162374 and best fit  NLTE-model profile (crosses) for 
9efff = 0.35 and logg = 3.5. d H.-profile of 68 Tau and best fit  model 
profiles:: hydrogen line blanketed atmosphere of 0eff = O.53; Griem 
broadeningg with logg = 3.9 (crosses); ESW broadening with logg = 4.0 
(dots) ) 

intensityy tracings of H^ and Hy-profiles with theoretical 
models.. The models used were NLTE calculations by 
Mihalass (1972) and by Peterson and Strom (1969). 
Thee adopted temperature range for the B6 star is 
Teff== 14600+ 1000 K (cf. Morton and Adams, 1968). 
Thee best fit  for both hydrogen profiles then obtained 
gavee logfv = 3.5  0.2. The results are shown in Figs. 3b 
andd c. However, the difference in profile between 
loggg = 3.5 and logg = 4.0 for this temperature range is 
nott much larger than the internal probable error of the 
observedd profiles. 

6868 Tauri. 68 Tau is classified A 2 although the colours 
(Johnsonn and Knuckles, 1955) suggest it nearer A 1: 

BB - V = + 0.049 , 

U-B=U-B= +0.055. 

Thee B - V value takes it about 0.10 magnitudes to the 
bluee of the Hyades turn-off point (cf. Fig. 2 of van den 
Heuvel,, 1969). The star's apparent visual magnitude is 
4.300 and combining this with Heckmann and Johnson's 
(1956)) individual modulus of 3.02 magnitudes, we find 
thee absolute visual magnitude to be 1.28. Now an A 1 
starr on the zero age main sequence has an absolute 
visuall  magnitude of + 1.70 (Morton and Adams, 1968), 
soo clearly this object has also evolved from the main 
sequencee although to a lesser extent than the two other 
starss studied. 

Inn order to derive an accurate effective temperature 
forr 68 Tau, we have taken the scanner measurements 
madee by Oke and Conti (1966) and corrected these 
forr the changes in the calibration of a Lyr (Hayes, 
1970).. Then applying a small blanketing correction for 
ann A 2 star derived by one of us (DJS) from a smoothed 
tablee of blanketing coefficients constructed for another 
purpose,, an energy distribution was produced for com-
parisonn with the hydrogen line blanketed models of 
Mihalass (1966). The result is that 0eff = 0.53 + 0.01 
(Fig.. 4), about that of an A 0 star. This result is not 
surprisingg in view of the fact that 68 Tau is an Am 
starr (Conti et ai, 1965) and would tend to be classified 
tooo late. 

Threee 4 A/mm plates from the coudé of the 120-inch 
telescopee at Lick Observatory were investigated as 
abovee in order to determine the Hv-profile. The result 
wass compared with the requisite interpolated profile 
fromm Strom's models (Fig. 3d). The best fit  to a Griem 
profilee was logg = 3.9, while the best ESW fit was at 
loggg = 4.0. The diagrams do indicate that the authors 
didd rather underestimate the continuum height but a 
checkk using \ogRx confirmed that the values of logg 
weree satisfactory. We adopt logg = 3.9+ 0.1. 

V.. Discussion 

Armedd with the foregoing results, we are now in a 
positionn to review the theories put forward to explain 
thee occurrence of blue stragglers. 
Thee overwhelming evidence for cluster membership 
cannott be disputed and that a field star could, by 
chance,, possess all the necessary positional and kine-
maticc attributes is remote indeed. Thus can the first 
suggestionn be disposed of. 
Ourr conclusions from the radial velocity data are that 
thee three blue stragglers in question are not spectro-
scopicc binaries; and it is reasonable to suppose that the 
masss exchange envisaged by van den Heuvel will only 
occurr between close pairs. Thus these studied blue strag-
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Fig.. 4. Energy distribution in 68 Tau with best fit  model atmosphere curve: 0eff = O.53, logy = 4.0 

glerss do not support the suggestion of their binary 
nature.. Also Hintzen et al. (1974) find no significant 
radiall  velocity variations for blue stragglers in 
NGC6633.. NGC6475 and NGC752. Studies of some 
otherr blue stragglers (e.g. Strom and Strom, 1970; 
Bondd and MacConnell. 1971; Bond and Perry, 1971) 
leavee the possibility of close binary members an open 
onee in other cases. We suggest the following explana-
tionss for the blue stragglers studied here. 
688 Tau lies 0.4 magnitudes above the ZAMS with 
gravityy only marginally below that of main sequence 
starss of similar spectral type. Comparison of the Hyades 
clusterr with the evolutionary track for a cluster age 
off  9 x l 08 y r as redetermined by van den Heuvel 
(1969),, places 68 Tau just at the point where a cluster 
memberr begins its H-burning in a shell: this gives the 
impressionn of being a blue straggler (cf. his Fig. 2) as 
thiss point lays just above and to the left of the turn-off 
pointt of the cluster. Because of the short time that a 
starr spends in turning back a littl e to the left of the HR-
diagram,, we do not expect to see more than one star in 
thatt stage. 

Thee lower gravity that is derived for 40Cnc and 
HDD 162374 suggests that they are stars of about 
1.11 MQ and 1.6 M 0 instead of normal A0- and Bo-
stars,, respectively. This is not a general rule for blue 
stragglers:: Strom et al. (1971) studied blue stragglers 
inn the cluster M 67 and pointed out that they had 
normall  masses for their positions. 
Couldd the two blue stragglers studied here be horizontal 
branchh stars? Kodaira et al. (1969) have investigated 
abundancess in two blue horizontal branch A stars from 

thee Catalogue of High Velocity Stars. Both stars exhibit 
loww surface gravities, loggr~3.0, which suggests that 
masss loss processes are operative before a star moves 
ontoo the horizontal branch. Similarly low gravities were 
foundd by Newell et al. (1969) in their study of horizontal 
branchh stars in a globular cluster and by Philip (1972). 
Bothh 40Cnc and HD 162374 have higher surface gra-
vitiess than typical horizontal branch stars. However, 
thiss comparison is not conclusive, since stars near the 
mainn sequence turn-offs in Praesepe and M 7 have 
massess of around 2.0 MQ (van den Heuvel, 1969) and 
2.99 MQ (Conti and van den Heuvel, 1970), respectively. 
Consequently,, if 40Cnc and HD 162374 are blue 
horizontall  branch stars, they should have evolved from 
starss with masses in excess of ~ 2.0 M 0 and ~ 2.9 MQ. 
respectively.. Therefore, they would be of a kind com-
pletelyy different from the conventional high-velocity 
populationn II horizontal branch stars which must have 
evolvedd from stars less massive than about one solar 
masss (cf. Iben, 1971). 

Thee possibility that 40Cnc would be a blue horizontal 
branchh star does not seem implausible, for the following 
reasons.. Stars less massive than about 3 M0 evolve up 
too the helium flash (the upper mass limit for the helium 
flashh depends on the initial composition, viz. is ~ 2.4 MQ 

forr A" = 0.71, Z = 0.02 and ~2.8MG for X = 0.60, 
ZZ = 0.044, cf. Iben, 1967; Kippenhahn et al.; 1967). 
Afterr the helium flash they evolve to the horizontal 
branch.. The four red giants in the Hyades as well as 
inn Praesepe have masses of around 2 Me and, therefore, 
aree certainly expected to undergo the helium flash and 
too become horizontal branch stars. In view of the 
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relativelyy short lifetime of horizontal branch stars 
(aboutt one quarter of the red giant lifetime, for a 
horizontall  branch star with a core mass of about 
0.55 MQ, assuming it to have originated from a star with 
M ~ 2 M 0 ,, cf. I ben, 1967, 1971) one would not expect 
too find more than one such star in each of the two 
clusters. . 
Thee presence of 40 Cnc in Praesepe might, therefore, 
fitt well into the normal evolutionary picture of stars 
withh masses around 2M0. The case of HD 162374 is 
lesss conclusive. The turn-off mass of M 7 is 2.9  0.2 M©. 
Inn view of the uncertainty in the upper mass limit for 
thee helium flash (see above) it is therefore impossible to 
sayy whether or not the red giants in M 7 will undergo 
thee helium flash. As, however, the upper mass limit is 
inn the same range as the turn-off mass of M 7, the 
possibilityy that also HD 162374 is a blue horizontal 
branchh star cannot be definitively rejected. Its low mass 
ass well as its cluster membership are, in fact, arguments 
inn favour of this possibility. 
AA possible other explanation is given by our second 
suggestion,, namely, that blue stragglers are simply late 
developers,, born after most of the other stars in the 
cluster.. Herbig (1962) has indeed given reasons why, in a 
cluster,, all the stars may not be formed at the same 
timee and despite aesthetic preferences, there is not a 
priorii  excuse for demanding coevality. Recalling the 
Vogt-Russelll  theorem, any residual scatter in a cluster 
HR-diagram—apartt from effects of rotation and dupli-
city—iss an argument against simultaneous formation. 
Inn the case of Praesepe, however, the effects of rotation 
andd duplicity seem sufficient to explain the observed 
spreadd in colours and magnitudes of the main sequence 
starss (cf. Dickens et al., 1968) except the position of 
400 Cnc. If this star were to be a late developer, it should, 
accordingg to its position in the HR-diagram (cf. Fig. 3 
off  van den Heuvel, 1969) have been formed more than 
4xx 108 years later than the other cluster stars which 
havee an age of > 8 x 108 yr. A formation so much later 
thann the other cluster stars seems highly unlikely to 
us1).. This argument does not hold so strongly for 
688 Tau or HD 162374. If they are late developers (and 
rapidlyy rotating pole-on stars), they should not have 
originatedd more than 10-20 % (of the cluster age) later 
thann the other stars. 
Summarizing,, it seems most likely that 40 Cancri is a 
bluee horizontal branch star of population I, that 68 Tauri 
iss a normal mass (Am-type) star with beginning hydrogen 
shelll  burning, while HD 162374 might either be a po-
pulationpulation I blue horizontal branch star or a late 
developer. . 

MM  Note: DJS is not convinced that the late developer theory is ruled 
outt by the observations or by our knowledge of cluster formation, 
andd at present prefers this scheme to that in which the stars are 
horizontall  branch stars. 
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